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Card Reading
Video 5:

Jumper cards are cards that fall out of the deck

Only read in  the upright position

Set to the side as it’s not your anchor card

Anchor card is when you choose a card and turn it over

Not looking at a jumper card in any way other than what else it says about the 
card that you picked

If jumper comes out at the same time as the card you pick it’s also more  
information and you read it upright

Anchor card is the card that starts your readings

If you haven’t already done so, watch the 3-video series which was part of your bonus 
videos when you joined that talks about anchor cards

Anchor card is your priority card

One card is all you need for all the information that you need for doing a  
reading on yourself or someone else

Anchor card anchors you in the story-in-motion and provides a moment to have a 360 
degree view of where you’ve been, what’s around you, and where you’re heading

Vantage point is where you’ve dropped your anchor and you’re able to look around from 
that position

We want to point in a specific direction

Vantage point is affected by mood and environment
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Anchor card is a mirror that shows you the connected UNiverse, you and all the things 
you already know about yourself, what’s in your environment, and the things you  
do and don’t know

The card will more often talk to what is subconscious or hidden

Subconscious belongs in the Never Ending Story section

Certain cards in Wisdom of the Oracle that will say ‘stop’, take inventory, and  
make a new choice

You’re going to learn how to interrupt the patterning

See the relationship between us and the deck as a living conversation with  
the conscious Universe

Anchor card for the course is No Place Like Home

Our mutual anchor card is that we’ve come home in this course, to feel comfortable  
in our own skin, safe and at home

Oracle School has been built as a community that’s mutually supportive
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
This video talked about jumper cards, the anchor card, the vantage point, all the different 
aspects of what a card can show you. No Place Like Home is our mutual anchor card for 
this course. You have instruction for picking your own card.


